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EXTENDING INVARIANT COMPLEX STRUCTURES
RUTWIG CAMPOAMOR STURSBERG, ISOLDA E. CARDOSO, AND GABRIELA P. OVANDO
Abstract. We study the problem of extending a complex structure to a given Lie
algebra g, which is firstly defined on an ideal h ⊂ g. We consider the next situations: h
is either complex or it is totally real. The next question is to equip g with an additional
structure, such as a (non)-definite metric or a symplectic structure and to ask either h is
non-degenerate, isotropic, etc. with respect to this structure, by imposing a compatibility
assumption. We show that this implies certain constraints on the algebraic structure of g.
Constructive examples illustrating this situation are shown, in particular computations
in dimension six are given.
1. Introduction
An important source of complex manifolds is provided by homogeneous manifolds
M = G/H with trivial isotropy, that is H = {0} so that M is itself a Lie group and
the geometric structure is invariant under left-translations. Thus the geometric struc-
ture is determined at the Lie algebra level. This setting enables the construction and
study of many examples and applications, which in the history (starting by the Erlangen
problem by Klein) gave answers to several interesting problems, such as existence of com-
plex, symplectic, pseudo-Ka¨hler, Ka¨hler but non-symplectic structures, as for instance the
Kodaira-Thurston manifold).
In dimension four a general classification of Lie groups provided with invariant complex
structures is known [29, 32] while the homogeneous case was more recently completed
in [14] but no general result is known in higher dimensions. This is an open topic of
active research now, as for instance the six-dimensional situation starting by the existence
problem of such structures (see [2, 18, 20, 21, 24] for advances in this direction). Indeed the
existence and the classification problems become more complicated in higher dimensions.
Alternative solutions to this is the consideration of other elements such as an additional
geometrical structure related to the (almost) complex structure, giving rise to Hermitian or
anti-Hermitian metrics, (pseudo)-Ka¨hler or complex symplectic structures, tamed complex
structures, etc.
Our approach here is the extension of complex structures on a given Lie algebra g. Our
motivation and starting point is the following observation: with the exception of the Lie
algebras with Heisenberg commutator (see for instance [30]), in dimension four, most of
the Lie algebras endowed with a complex structure admit an ideal which is either complex
or totally real.
This suggests the study of the relationship between the algebraic structure of g and the
existence problem of complex structures on g in the following frame: determine a complex
structure on g in such way that a fixed ideal h is complex or totally real.
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The underlying algebraic situation is the so called extension problem: extend the struc-
ture of the Lie algebra h to a Lie algebra g in such way that h ⊆ g is an ideal of g, which
gives rise to the following exact sequence of Lie algebras:
0→ h→ g→ g/h→ 0.
The extension problem goes back to Chevalley and Eilenberg [13] and it is a current
research topic in more general situations (see for instance [1] and references therein).
As we shall see the existence of a complex or a totally real ideal on g imposes extra
conditions on the algebraic structure of g. Note that this viewpoint which makes use of
algebraic tools was useful in several works (see [8, 2, 10, 22, 23, 25, 26] for instance).
The next step is to add a non-degenerate symmetric or skew-symmetric bilinear map,
that is, a metric or a symplectic structure satisfying some compatibility condition with
respect to the complex structure, obtaining Hermitian or anti-Hermitian structures (also
known as Norden metrics) or pseudo-Ka¨hler or complex symplectic structures. In this
case one asks the ideal to be isotropic, non-degenerate, etc. conditions which also impose
restrictions on the algebraic structure of g.
Our main results include:
• the algebraic conditions to extend a complex structure defined on a ideal of a given
Lie algebra (in terms of representations of Lie algebras and cohomology);
• the extension of almost Hermitian or almost anti-Hermitian structures starting
with an almost Hermitian or almost anti-Hermitian ideal, also symplectic corre-
spondence due to{
Hermitian structures
such that ∇J = 0
}
←→
{
pseudo-Ka¨hler structures for J
}
{
anti-Hermitian structures
such that ∇J = 0
}
←→ { complex-symplectic structures for J}
where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection.
• Applications in the form of several examples in different situations. In particular
computations in dimension six are given providing examples of complex structures
on g such that the ideal h is totally real. In this framework this was possible since
the integrability condition for the almost complex structure was reduced to a linear
equation which was possible to be solved.
Althought all questions are presented in an algebraic setting, several examples and
applications are shown along the paper. In this sense geometrical implications such as
curvature, special connections, etc. have been considered by different authors in particular
and separate cases (see [3, 4, 7, 15]). In the symplectic case, the study of symplectic Lie
groups, with special interest on Lagrangian extensions, was done in [9]. Our proposal here
could be go on in this direction.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall basic facts related to the cohomology of Lie algebras and we
introduce complex structures on Lie algebras in this setting.
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2.1. Cohomology of Lie algebras. Let (k, [·, ·]k) and (h, [·, ·]h) be Lie algebras and let
pi denote a representation from k into h by derivations.
Let C1(k, pi) be the space of linear morphisms of k into h and for s > 1 let Cs(k, pi) be
the space of s-alternanting maps of k× . . .× k (s factors) into h.
The coboundary operator is a linear operator d : Ci(k, pi)→ Ci+1(k, pi) for all i ≥ 1. If θ
is an element of C1(k, pi) one has
(1) dθ(x, y) = pi(x)θ(y)− pi(y)θ(x)− θ([x, y]k) for all x, y ∈ k.
The map θ → dθ is linear and the 1-cocycles are the elements of the kernel of d, denoted
by Z1(k, pi). Let h ∈ h and take θh ∈ C
1(k, pi)
(2) θh(x) = pi(x)h for x ∈ k.
It follows from a trivial calculation that dθh = 0 for all h ∈ h, hence θh is a 1-cocycle
which is called a 1-coboundary; denoting B1(k, pi) the set of 1-coboundaries, put
H1(k, pi) = Z1(k, pi)/B1(k, pi).
which denotes the first cohomology group of (k, pi).
For α ∈ C2(k, pi) let
(3) dα(x, y, z) =
∑
c
α([x, y], z) −
∑
c
pi(x)α(y, z) x, y, z ∈ k
where
∑
c denotes summation over the set of cyclic permutations of x, y, z ∈ k. It is easy
to verify that dα ∈ C3(k, pi), the map d : C2(k, pi) → C3(k, pi) is linear so that the set of
2-cocycles is
Z2(k, pi) = {α ∈ C2(k, pi) : dα = 0}
which is the kernel of d. On the other hand if θ ∈ C1(k, pi) then d2θ = 0.
Thus d maps C1(k, pi) onto a subspace of C2(k, pi), denoted by B2(k, pi) and called the
2-coboundaries. Let
H2(k, pi) = Z2(k, pi)/B2(k, pi),
be the second cohomology group.
Remark. One extends the operator d : Cs(k, pi) → Cs+1(k, pi) and one defines the s-
cohomology group as
Hs(k, pi) = Zs(k, pi)/Bs(k, pi),
where Zs(k, pi) denotes the kernel of d : Cs(k, pi)→ Cs+1(k, pi) and Bs(k, pi) = d(Cs−1(k, pi))
denotes the image of d : Cs−1(k, pi)→ Cs(k, pi), whose elements are called s-coboundaries.
Example 2.1. Let g be a fixed Lie algebra, and let ad denote the adjoint representation
of g, where ad(x)y = [x, y] for all x, y ∈ g. The Jacobi identity says that the adjoint
action acts by derivations of g. In the setting above, take h = k = g, so that C1(g, ad)
denotes the set of linear morphisms t : g → g and for s ≥ 2, let Cs(g, ad) = {α :
α is s-linear and alternanting on g}. For s ≥ 1 the coboundary operator d : Cs(g, ad) →
Cs+1(g, ad) (see (1) for s = 1 and (3) for s = 2) induces the Chevalley cohomology.
Let (h, [·, ·]h) and (k, [·, ·]k) denote real Lie algebras, and let pi : k → End(h) be a repre-
sentation. Let g be the vector space direct sum of h and k. We would like to define a Lie
algebra structure on g = k⊕ h for which h is an ideal.
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Define a skew symmetric bilinear map [·, ·] : g× g→ g by
(4)
[x, y] = [x, y]h x, y ∈ h,
[x, y] = pi(x)y x ∈ k, y ∈ h,
[x, y] = [x, y]k + α(x, y) x, y ∈ k,
where α : k× k→ h is bilinear skew-symmetric.
This is a Lie bracket on g if and only if the Jacobi identity holds:
(5) [[x, y], z] + [[y, z], x] + [[z, x], y] = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ g.
Thus
• for x, y, z ∈ h, (5) follows from the Jacobi identity for [·, ·]h;
• for x, y ∈ h, z ∈ k, (5) is satisfied if and only if pi(z) is a derivation for every z ∈ k:
pi(z)[x, y]h = [pi(z)x, y]h + [x, pi(z)y]h;
• for x, y ∈ k, z ∈ h, since pi is a representation, the Jacobi identity reduces to
[α(x, y), z]h = 0,
whence (5) is satisfied in this case if and only if α takes values in the center of h,
denoted by z(h).
• for x, y, z ∈ k we have
[[x, y], z] = [[x, y]k + α(x, y), z] = [[x, y]k, z]k + α([x, y]k, z)− pi(z)α(x, y)
therefore (5) holds if and only if
0 = [[x, y]k, z]k + [[y, z]k, x]k + [[z, x]k, y]k
0 = α([x, y]k, z)− pi(z)α(x, y) − pi(x)α(y, z)+
+α([y, z]k, x) + α([z, x]k, y)− pi(y)α(z, x),
since [·, ·]k is a Lie bracket on k, the first equality is true. For the second one we
ask α to be a 2-cocycle from (k, pi).
The above paragraph proves the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Let (h, [·, ·]h) and (k, [·, ·]k) be Lie algebras. Let pi denote a representation
from k into h acting by derivations and let α ∈ Z2(k, pi). For g = k⊕h direct sum as vector
spaces, the bracket [·, ·] : g× g→ g as in (4) satisfies the Jacobi identity if and only if
• the image of α is in the center of h: Imα ⊂ z(h), and
• α ∈ Z2(k, pi):
0 = α([x, y]k, z) + α([y, z]k, x) + α([z, x]k, y)− pi(z)α(x, y) − pi(x)α(y, z) − pi(y)α(z, x).
We call the resulting Lie algebra g = h⊕ k as the extended semidirect product of h and
k via (pi, α). Thus one gets the short exact sequence:
0 −→ h −→ g −→ g/h −→ 0.
Examples 2.3. In the setting above
• for α = 0 one gets the semidirect product of h and k via pi. We shall denote the
semidirect product as g = k⋉pi h.
In particular the tangent Lie algebra is Tk = k ⋉ad h where h is the underlying
vector space to k and pi = ad the adjoint representation. The cotangent Lie algebra
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T
∗k = k⋉ad∗ h where h is the underlying vector space to k and pi = ad
∗ the coadjoint
representation.
• h abelian and pi = 0, one gets a central extension of k;
• h and k abelian and pi = 0, then g is a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra.
Proposition 2.4. Let (g, [·, ·]) be a Lie algebra which decomposes as a direct sum of
the vector spaces k and h where h is an ideal in g. Then k can be endowed with a Lie
bracket [·, ·]k in such way that g = k ⊕ h is isomorphic to an extended semidirect product
as constructed above for a suitable pair (pi, α).
Proof. Let [·, ·]h := [·, ·]h×h be the restriction of the Lie bracket of g to h. The Jacobi
identity in g implies that [·, ·]h is a Lie bracket.
Let g = k⊕ h be a direct sum as vector spaces and let p1 : g→ k and p2 : g→ h denote
the linear projections with respect to the splitting g = k⊕ h.
Since h is an ideal in g, the quotient space g/h has a Lie algebra structure with Lie
bracket [·, ·]′ for which the projection p : g → g/h is a homomorphism of Lie algebras:
[px, py]′ = p[x, y] for all x, y ∈ g. Furthermore the restriction of p to k, p : k → g/h is a
linear isomorphism and for x, y ∈ k one has p[x, y] = pp1[x, y] (identifying k with the set
{(x, 0) ∈ g : x ∈ k}.
Let [·, ·]k be the skew symmetric bilinear form on k given by [x, y]k = p
−1[px, py]′; it
satisfies the Jacobi identity since it is the translation of the Lie bracket [·, ·]′ by way of
p. Thus (k, [·, ·]k) and (g/h, [·, ·]
′) are isomorphic as Lie algebras. Let α : k × k → h
defined by α(x, y) := p2([x, y]), this is clearly bilinear and skew symmetric. Moreover (via
identifications) the relation
[x, y] = [x, y]k + α(x, y)
holds. Finally for x ∈ k, y ∈ h define pi(x)y := [x, y].
For x, y ∈ k, z ∈ h, the Jacobi identity in g implies that pi : k → End(h) is a homomor-
phism of Lie algebras and Imα ⊂ z(h).
For x, y ∈ h, z ∈ k one has [z, [x, y]] = pi(z)[x, y]h, therefore the Jacobi identity for [·, ·]
says that pi acts by derivations.
For x, y, z ∈ k we have [[x, y], z] = [[x, y]k, z]k + α([x, y]k, z) − pi(z)α(x, y). Hence the
Jacobi identity on g implies that α is a 2-cocycle α ∈ Z2(k, pi). Finally let g˜ denote the
Lie algebra constructed from (k, [·, ·]k) and (h, [·, ·]h) attached to (pi, α) then i1+ i2 : g˜→ g,
given by (i1 + i2)(x, y) = x+ y ∈ g is an isomorphism of Lie algebras, in fact:
(i1 + i2)[(x1, y1), (x2, y2)] = (i1 + i2)([x1, x2]k, [y1, y2]h + α(x1, x2)+
+pi(x1)y2 − pi(x2)y1)
= [x1, x2]k + [y1, y2]h + α(x1, x2) + pi(x1)y2 − pi(x2)y1
= [x1 + y1, x2 + y2].

Remark. It turns out that the structure above describes an almost product structure on
g: a linear endomorphism E : g → g satisfying E2 = 1 (and E 6= 1). Indeed E can be
described in terms of its eigenspaces: g = g+ ⊕ g− where E|g+ = 1 and E|g− = −1.
When dim g+ = dim g− the almost product structure E is called an almost paracomplex
structure.
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The almost product structure E is integrable if
[Ex,Ey] = −[x, y] + E[Ex, y] +E[x,Ey] for all x, y ∈ g
or equivalently the subspaces g+, g− are subalgebras. In this situation E is called a product
structure or a paracomplex structure. See for instance [5, 15] and references therein.
3. Complex structures on Lie algebras and ideals
In this section we study the extension problem of complex structures attached to ideals.
We consider two situations: the ideal is either invariant by the complex structure or it is
totally real.
An almost complex structure on the Lie algebra g is an element J ∈ V 1(g, ad) satisfying
J2 = −1 (where 1 is the identity map). The Nijenhuis tensor for J is defined as
(6) NJ(x, y) = [Jx, Jy]− JdJ(x, y) x, y ∈ g
Any almost complex structure J is called integrable if NJ ≡ 0, that is
(7) d(J)(x, y) = J−1[Jx, Jy] for all x, y ∈ g,
or explicitly [Jx, Jy] = [x, y] + J [Jx, y] + J [x, Jy].
The Nijenhuis tensor verifies, for all x, y ∈ g the following identities:
NJ(y, x) = −NJ(x, y) = −NJ(Jx, Jy) NJ(Jx, y) = NJ(x, Jy) = −JNJ(x, y).
Hence if g decomposes into a direct sum of vector subspaces g = u ⊕ Ju, then NJ ≡ 0
if and only if NJ(x, y) = 0 for all x, y ∈ u. As usual, integrable almost complex structures
are called complex structures.
Almost complex structures J : g → g satisfying one of the following conditions for any
x, y ∈ g:
c1) J [x, y] = [x, Jy]
c2) [Jx, Jy] = [x, y]
are always integrable. Complex structures of type c1) determine a structure of complex
Lie algebra on g, they are sometimes called bi-invariant. Structures of type c2) are called
abelian.
One has the following equivalence relation between Lie algebras with complex structures.
Lie algebras with complex structures (g1, J1) and (g2, J2) are called equivalent if there exists
an isomorphism of Lie algebras σ : g1 → g2 such that J2 ◦ σ = σ ◦ J1. In particular when
g1 = g2 a classification of complex structures can be done. See [32, 29] for the classification
in dimension four.
If J ′ = σJσ−1, by using that σ is an automorphism one gets that J ′ is abelian (bi-
invariant) if J is of this type.
Let v ⊆ g be a subspace on a Lie algebra g equipped with a complex structure J , recall
that v is called
complex if Jv ⊆ v,
totally real if v ∩ Jv = {0}.
Now we are interested in studying complex structures on extended semidirect products
g = k⊕ h attached to (pi, α), specifically when the ideal h is either complex or totally real.
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A complex ideal. Let g be a Lie algebra such that h ⊂ g is an ideal. Let k ⊂ g
be a complementary subspace of g attached with the pair (pi, α) and endowed with the
algebraic structure given in Proposition 2.4.
Assume there is a complex structure J on g such that h is J-invariant. In terms of the
direct sum as vector spaces g = k ⊕ h, we notice that the subspace k is not necessarily
J-invariant. Thus for x ∈ k one has:
J(x) = j(x) + β(x) where j : k→ k and β : k→ h is linear.
Since J2 = −1 one gets
J2(x) = −x = j2(x) + β(j(x)) + Jβ(x)
and this implies
j : k→ k is an almost complex structure and
(8) Jβ(x) = −β(j(x)) ∀x ∈ k.
Now the integrability condition of J says:
• For x, y ∈ h
[Jx, Jy]h = [x, y]h + J [Jx, y]h + J [x, Jy]h
which is the integrability condition for the restriction J|h : h→ h.
• For x ∈ k, y ∈ h, on the one hand
[Jx, Jy] = [j(x) + β(x), Jy] = pi(j(x))Jy + [β(x), Jy]h
and on the other hand
[x, y] + J [Jx, y] + J [x, Jy] = pi(x)y + J [j(x) + β(x), y] + J [x, Jy]
= pi(x)y + Jpi(j(x))y + J [β(x), y]h + Jpi(x)Jy,
hence
(9) pi(j(x))Jy + [β(x), Jy]h = pi(x)y + Jpi(j(x))y + Jpi(x)Jy + J [β(x), y]h.
• For x, y ∈ k: on the one hand
[Jx, Jy] = [j(x) + β(x), jy + β(y)]
= [j(x), j(y)]k + α(j(x), j(y)) + pi(j(x))β(y) − pi(j(y))β(x) + [β(x), β(y)]h
while on the other side
[Jx, Jy] = [x, y]k + α(x, y) + J [j(x) + β(x), y] + J [x, j(y) + β(y)]
= [x, y]k + α(x, y) + J([j(x), y]k − α(j(x), y) − pi(y)β(x))
+J([x, j(y)]k + α(x, j(y)) + pi(x)β(y))
= [x, y]k + α(x, y) + j[j(x), y]k + β([j(x), y]k) + Jα(j(x), y) − Jpi(y)β(x))
+j[x, j(y)]k + β([x, jy]k) + Jα(x, j(y)) + Jpi(x)β(y)).
Comparing both expressions one can see that the k-component of the equality above must
satisfy
(10) [j(x), j(y)]k = [x, y]k + j[j(x), y]k + j[x, j(y)]k
for an almost j ∈ End(k) such that j2 = −1.
While the h-component involves all the elements: [ , ]h, α, β, j and J :
α(j(x), j(y)) − α(x, y)− Jα(x, j(y)) − Jα(j(x), y) =
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(11)
= β([j(x), y]k) + β([x, jy]k)− [β(x), β(y)]h+
+pi(j(y))β(x) − pi(j(x))β(y) − Jpi(y)β(x)) + Jpi(x)β(y).
Conversely one has
Proposition 3.1. Let (h, J) denote a Lie algebra equipped with a complex structure J .
Let g = k ⊕ h denote a Lie algebra such that h is an ideal of g and k is a linear subspace
and let (pi, α) be the elements arising from the exact sequence
0 −→ h −→ g −→ g/h −→ 0
as in Proposition 2.4.
Let j : k→ k denote an almost complex structure on k and define J˜ : g→ g by
J˜x = Jx for x ∈ h
J˜x = jx+ β(x) for x ∈ k
where β ∈ Hom(k, h). Then J˜ defines a complex structure on g if and only if (8), (9),
(10), (11) hold.
Note that for different reasons the subspace k above could not be J-invariant. For
instance in presence of a symplectic structure it could be necessary to take it isotropic but
not complex.
Assume now the subspace k is J-invariant. Then the starting point for the construction
is the above one with β = 0. Let J1 : k → k an almost complex structure and J2 : h → h
also an almost complex structure. Let g = k ⊕ h as in Proposition 2.2. The linear map
J± = (J1,±J2) defines an almost complex structure on g.
Thus the Nijenhuis tensor on k and h gives that
• NJ±(x, y) = NJ1(x, y) for all x, y ∈ k;
• NJ±(x, y) = NJ2(x, y) for all x, y ∈ h.
The proof of the following corollary follows from the situation above in the case β = 0.
Corollary 3.2. Let g = k ⊕ h be a Lie algebra as in (2.2) attached to (pi, α) and let J1
denote a complex structure on k and J2 a complex on h. The almost complex structure on
g given by
J±(x, y) := (J1x,±J2)
is integrable if and only if the following conditions hold
(i) ε[pi(J1x), J2]y + [pi(x), J2]J2y = 0 for x ∈ k, y ∈ h;
(ii) α(J1x, J1y)− α(x, y) + εJ2(α(J1x, y) + α(x, J1y)) = 0 for x, y ∈ k,
where ε = 1 for J+ and ε = −1 for J−.
Definition 3.3. Let J1 be a complex structure on k and J2 be a complex structure on a
vector space V . Assume k acts on V via pi. We shall say that the action is holomorphic if
[pi(x), J2] = 0 for all x ∈ k.
Let B : k×k→ V be a bilinear map. We say that B is compatible with J1 ifB(J1x, J1y) =
B(x, y).
Corollary 3.4. Let g = k⊕h be a Lie algebra as in (2.2) attached to (pi, α). Let J1 denote
a complex structure on k and J2 a complex structure on h. Assume that the action of k
into h is holomorphic and α is compatible with J1. Then the almost complex structure
J±(x, y) := (J1x,±J2y) is integrable on g.
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At the Lie group level one has the next result. See [31] for more details.
Lemma 3.5. [31] Let (g, J) be a Lie-algebra with complex structure. Let h ⊂ g be an ideal
of g such is complex. Let G and H denote the associated simply connected Lie-groups
endowed with the left-invariant complex structures induced by J and assume thta H is
closed in G. Then there is a holomorphic fibration ρ : G→ G/H with fiber H.
A totally real ideal. Now we study complex structures J on a Lie algebra of the form
g = k⊕ h where h is an ideal in g and such that Jk = h.
Examples of this can be constructed from 1-cocycles as we show below. Let k be a Lie
algebra and let h be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra of the same dimension as k. Let pi be
a representation of k into h by derivations and let j ∈ Z1(k, pi) be of maximal rank.
Let αj : k× k→ z(h) be the skew symmetric bilinear map given by
αj(x, y) = [jx, jy]h
This is a 2-cocycle, in fact using that j is a 1-cocycle and pi acts by derivations, for
x, y, z ∈ k one has
dαj(x, y, z) = [j[x, y]k, jz]h + [j[y, z]k, jx]h + [j[z, x]k, jy]h+
−pi(x)[jy, jz]h − pi(y)[jz, jx]h − pi(z)[jx, jy]h
= [pi(x)jy − pi(y)jx, jz]h + [pi(y)jz − pi(z)jy, jx]h+
[jy, pi(z)jx − pi(x)jz]h − [pi(x)jy, jz]h − [jy, pi(x)jz]h+
−[pi(y)jz, jx]h − [jz, pi(y)jx]h − [pi(z)jx, jy]h − [jx, pi(z)jy]h
= 0.
Thus Proposition 2.2 says that g = k ⊕ h attached to (pi, αj) is a Lie algebra with Lie
bracket [·, ·] as in (4). Moreover the almost complex structure J : g→ g given by
(12) J|k = j J|h = −j
−1
is integrable. In fact, by calculating the Nijenhuis tensor NJ(x, y) for x, y ∈ k one gets
(13)
NJ(x, y) = [jx, jy]h − [x, y]k − αj(x, y)− jpi(x)jy − jpi(y)jx
= [jx, jy]h − [x, y]k − [jx, jy]h − jpi(x)jy − jpi(y)jx
= 0
where the last equality follows from the condition of j being a 1-cocycle. These consider-
ations prove the following result.
Proposition 3.6. Let g = k⊕ h be a Lie algebra attached to (pi, α) as in Proposition 2.2
where h is two-step nilpotent and dim h = dim k. Let j ∈ C1(k, pi). Then the endomorphism
J : g→ g, given by
(14) J(x, y) = (−j−1y, jx) x, y ∈ k
defines a complex structure on g if and only if j is a 1-cocycle of maximal rank and the
2-cocycle α satisfies α(x, y) = [jx, jy]h for all x, y ∈ k.
The converse of the previous construction is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let g be a Lie algebra with a complex structure J and assume that g
decomposes into a direct sum of vector spaces g = k⊕ Jk where Jk is an ideal in g. Then
h := Jk is either 2-step nilpotent or abelian and J is induced from a 1-cocycle j ∈ Z1(k, pi)
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of maximal rank , if k is equipped with the Lie bracket of g/h and pi is a representation
from k into h by derivations.
Proof. Let h := Jk denote the ideal in g. According to Proposition 2.4 The Lie algebra g
is isomorphic to the Lie algebra k ⊕ h attached to (pi, α), where pi(x)y = [x, y], for x ∈ k,
y ∈ h and α(x, y) = p2[x, y] for x, y ∈ k, the linear map p2 : g→ h is the projection onto h
with respect to the decomposition k⊕ h.
If J is a complex structure on g, by restricting it to k, the map j := J|k naturally induces
an element j ∈ C1(k, pi) of maximal rank, since g decomposes as a direct sum g = k⊕ Jk.
Furthermore, since J2 = −1, for any x ∈ k we have −x = J2x = −j−1jx. Thus one can
write J in the form (14).
By computing the Nijenhuis tensor for x, y ∈ k one gets that j is a 1-cocycle and
α(x, y) = [jx, jy]h for x, y ∈ k. Since Imα ⊂ z(h), one obtains that the commutator of
h is contained in the center C1(h) ⊂ z(h), and this says h is either two-step nilpotent or
abelian if α ≡ 0. 
Remark. The results here generalize those in [18]. In fact the results proved there was the
following for tangent Lie algebras. Let T k denote the tangent Lie algebra of a Lie algebra
k. In [18] a complex structure J on T k such that Jk = h is called a totally real complex
structure.
Theorem 3.8. [18] Let T k denote the tangent Lie algebra of a Lie algebra k. The set
of totally real complex structures on T k is in one to one correspondence with the set of
non-singular derivations of k.
If one set of those (and therefore both) is non-empty then k is nilpotent.
Remark. Totally real complex structures on semidirect products of the form V ⋊pi k, where
V is the underlying vector space to k equipped with its canonical abelian bracket, are in
correspondence with Lagrangian symplectic structures on V ⋊pi∗ k. See e.g. [16].
Example 3.9. In the paragraphs we get examples of an (almost) complex product structure
on a Lie algebra g: that is a pair (J,E) of an (almost) complex structure J and an (almost)
product structure E (Remark 2.1) such that JE = −EJ . See [8, 11].
4. Bilinear forms, ideals and complex structures
In this section we shall study compatibility conditions for J with respect to non-
degenerate either symmetric or skew-symmetric bilinear forms on a Lie algebra g having
a fixed ideal.
4.1. Symmetric case. A metric on a real vector space v is a symmetric bilinear map on
v, 〈 , 〉 : v × v → R which is non-degenerate, that is, for any non zero vector x ∈ v there
exists a vector y ∈ v such that 〈x, y〉 6= 0. Otherwise 〈 , 〉 is said degenerate.
If w is a subspace of (v, 〈 , 〉) the subspace
w⊥ = {x ∈ v : 〈x, v〉 = 0 for all v ∈ w}
denotes the orthogonal subspace of w. In particular we say that w is
• isotropic if w ⊂ w⊥,
• totally isotropic if w = w⊥ and
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• non-degenerate if w ∩w⊥ = 0.
In the last case, the restricted metric 〈 , 〉w := 〈 , 〉|w×w , defines a isomorphism ξ between
w and its dual space w∗ by ξ(u)(v) = 〈u, v〉w whenever w is finite dimensional. As usual,
a metric of index 0 or signature (0, n) on a vector space of dimension n is called an inner
product.
Example 4.1. Let u denote a vector space whose dual space is denoted by u∗. Let u⊕ u∗
be the direct sum as vector spaces of u and u∗ and endow this with the hyperbolic metric
〈x1+φ1, x2+φ2〉 = φ1(x2)+φ2(x1) where φi ∈ u
∗, xi ∈ u, for i=1,2. Clearly u and u
∗ are
complementary totally isotropic subspaces in u⊕ u∗.
Definition 4.2. Let 〈 , 〉 denote a metric on a Lie algebra g. Let J denote an (almost)
complex structure on g. The pair (J, 〈 , 〉) defines
• an Hermitian structure on g if 〈Jx, Jy〉 = 〈x, y〉 ∀x, y ∈ g,
• an (almost) anti-Hermitian structure on g if 〈Jx, Jy〉 = −〈x, y〉 ∀x, y ∈ g.
We shall also say that the metric 〈 , 〉 is (almost)-Hermitian or (almost) anti-Hermitian.
We note that here we consider Hermitian structures in relation to possibly definite
metrics, although this notion is referred to by other authors as definite metrics. Anti-
Hermitian structures are also called Norden metrics [28] or B-metrics.
In the next paragraphs we discuss different possible constructions.
Case of a complex ideal. Here we shall consider different metric constructions for
the complex ideal h.
Let g denote a Lie algebra with a complex structure J and let h ⊂ g be a complex ideal
on g. Assume 〈 , 〉 is a metric on g and h is non-degenerate relative to the metric. Let k
be the orthogonal complementary subspace of h. Then as in 3.1, the complex structure J
does not need to leave k invariant. The pair (J, 〈 , 〉) is Hermitian if and only if
〈Jx, Jy〉 = 〈x, y〉 ∀x, y ∈ g
which implies
(1) 〈Jx, Jy〉 = 〈x, y〉 ∀x, y ∈ h
(2)
〈j(x) + β(x), j(y) + β(y)〉 = 〈j(x), j(y)〉 + 〈β(x), β(y)〉
= 〈x, y〉 ∀x, y ∈ k
which says that (J|h , 〈 , 〉h) defines an (almost) Hermitian structure on h and on k one
should have:
〈j(x), j(y)〉 − 〈x, y〉+ 〈β(x), β(y)〉 = 0 for all x, y ∈ k.
Thus in this situation h is a complex non-degenerate ideal and k is non-degenerate albeit
J-invariant.
Some cases are the following ones.
(1) Let k and h denote Lie algebras with corresponding Hermitian structures (J1, B1)
and (J2, B2). Let g = k⊕h be a Lie algebra as in Proposition2.2 attached to (pi, α),
then (J±, B1 +B2) defines an almost Hermitian structure on g.
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(2) Let (k, J1) and (h, J2) denote Lie algebras with corresponding (almost) complex
structures. Assume dim h = dim k and let t : k → h be an isomorphism. Let B be
a metric on k and consider the metric on g given by
(15) 〈(x1, ty1), (x2, ty2)〉 = B(x1, y2) +B(x2, y1).
Then the pair (J := (J1,±J2), 〈 , 〉) defines an (almost) Hermitian structure on g
if and only if J2t = ±tJ1.
Notice that in this situation both k and h are isotropic subspaces and the metric
has signature (n, n) where n = dim k.
Corollary 4.3. Let k denote a Lie algebra with an (almost) Hermitian structure (J1, B).
Let g = k⊕h be the extended Lie algebra such that h is an ideal of g. Assume dim h = dim k
and let t : k→ h be a linear isomorphism. Define an almost structure J2 on h by
J2 = tJ1t
−1
Then the metric on g given by 〈(x1, ty1), (x2, ty2)〉 = B(x1, y2)+B(x2, y1) gives rise to an
(almost) Hermitian structure for J = (J1, J2).
Case of a totally real ideal. Here we shall consider different metric constructions
for the totally real ideal h.
Let g be a Lie algebra which splits into a direct sum of vector spaces g = k⊕h and which
admit an almost complex structure J such that Jk = h: i.e. there is a linear isomorphism
j : k→ h (see (2.2)).
J(x, y) = (−j−1y, jx) for allx ∈ k, y ∈ h.
Let B denote a metric on k. Consider the following metric 〈 , 〉 as extension of B to g:
(1)
〈(x1, jy1), (x2, jy2)〉 = B(x1, x2) +B(y1, y2) for all xi, yi ∈ k, i = 1, 2.
This metric is Hermitian:
〈J(x1, jy1), J(x2, jy2)〉 = 〈(−y1, jx1), (−y2, jx2)〉
= B(y1, y2) +B(x1, x2)
Clearly 〈 , 〉 restricts to both k and h as a metric and so that k ⊥ h. However the
geometry that 〈 〉 determines on k is different from that one on (k, B).
Let us denote by ∇ the Levi Civita connection corresponding to 〈 , 〉. For
x, y, z ∈ k the following formulas hold
2〈∇xy, jz〉 = 〈α(x, y), z〉 2〈∇jxjy, z〉 = 〈pi(z)jy, jx〉 − 〈pi(z)jx, jy〉
showing that k and h are not necessarily totally geodesic subspaces.
(2)
〈(x1, jy1), (x2, jy2)〉 = B(x1, y2) +B(x2, y1) for all xi, yi ∈ k, i = 1, 2.
This metric is anti-Hermitian. Both spaces k and h are isotropic.
Proposition 4.4. Let (g, J) be a Lie algebra equipped with an almost complex structure
J and assume g splits into a direct sum of vector spaces g = k⊕ h such that Jk = h. Then
g always admits an Hermitian and an anti-Hermitian metric for J .
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Proof. Let B denote an inner product on k and denote by j the restriction of J to k, j := J|k .
Since Jk = h, the almost complex structure J induces a linear morphism j : k → h which
is non singular and since J2 = −1, it is easy to see that J is related to j by the formula
J(x, y) = (−j−1y, jx).
Let 〈 , 〉 be the metric on g given by
〈(x1, y1), (x2, y2)〉 = −B(x1, j
−1y2)−B(x2, j
−1y1).
The map 〈 , 〉 is bilinear symmetric and non-degenerate. Moreover it is compatible with
J , as it follows from
〈J(x1, y1), J(x2, y2)〉 = 〈(−j
−1y1, jx1), (−j
−1y2, jx2)〉
= −B(−j−1y1, x2)−B(−j
−1y2, x1)
= 〈(x1, y1), (x2, y2)〉.
Note that the subspaces k and h are isotropic and of maximal dimension hence they are
totally isotropic.
For the anti-Hermitian structure the metric on g is defined as
〈(x1, y1), (x2, y2)〉 = −B(x1, j
−1y2) +B(x2, j
−1y1)
and the proof follows along the same lines of the preceding case. 
A remark on SKT structures Let (M,J, g) be a Hermitian manifold. If the torsion
3-form c of the Bismut connection is d-closed, then the Hermitian metric g on a complex
manifold (M,J) is called strong Ka¨hler with torsion (shortly SKT), where
c(x, y, z) = g(x, TB(y, z))
being TB the torsion of the Bismut connection ∇B characterised as the unique connection
on the Hermitian manifold (M,J, g) such that ∇BJ = 0, ∇Bg = 0.
Let so(g, g) denote the Lie algebra of skew symmetric maps for g. See [21] for the proof
of the next result and for more details and references on SKT structures.
Proposition 4.5. [21] Let (g, J, g) be a Hermitian Lie algebra and let pi : g → so(g, g)
be a representation such that pi is holomorphic. Take g ⋉pi h where h is the vector space
underlying g with the trivial bracket. Then the Hermitian structure (J˜ , g˜) given by g˜ = g+g
the product metric on g⊕ h and J˜(x, y) = (Jx, Jy) is SKT if and only if (J, g) is SKT on
g.
In remark 3.2 the authors exemplify the result for the adjoint representation. They say
that the conditions of the Proposition hold in this situation if and only if on the Hermitian
Lie algebra (g, J, g) the complex structure J is bi-invariant and the inner product g is ad-
invariant. However as proved in [6] this is possible only for an abelian Lie algebra g.
4.2. Skew-symmetric case. Here we shall study symplectic structures on Lie algebras
g with an ideal h.
A symplectic structure on a Lie algebra g is a skew-symmetric non-degenerate bilinear
form on g, ω : g× g→ g satisfying the closeness condition:
ω([x, y], z) + ω([y, z], x) + ω([z, x], y) = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ g.
The pair (g, ω) is sometimes called a symplectic Lie algebra.
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If w is a subspace of (g, ω) the subspace
w⊥ω = {y ∈ g : ω(x, y) = 0 for all x ∈ w}
denotes the symplectic-orthogonal subspace of w.
In particular we say that w is
• isotropic if w ⊂ w⊥ω ,
• Lagrangian if w = w⊥ω ,
• symplectic if w ∩w⊥ω = 0.
Proposition 4.6. Let h be an isotropic ideal on a symplectic Lie algebra (g, ω) then h is
abelian.
Proof. The closedness condition for x, y ∈ h, z ∈ g
0 = ω([x, y], z) + ω([y, z], x) + ω([z, x], y)
and since [y, z] ∈ h ⊂ h⊥ω one gets ω([y, z], x) = 0.
Analogously ω([z, x], y) = 0. Therefore
0 = ω([x, y], z) for all z ∈ g
and since ω is non-degenerate, one has [x, y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ h. 
Particular examples arise in the next context. Let J be a complex structure on a
symplectic Lie algebra (g, ω). The pair (ω, J) is called
• a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure on g if ω(Jx, Jy) = ω(x, y) for all x, y ∈ g.
• a complex-symplectic structure on g if ω(Jx, Jy) = −ω(x, y) for all x, y ∈ g. See
[19] for this definition.
Remark. Notice that there is a one-to-one correspondence between non-degenerate skew-
symmetric bilinear maps ω compatible with an almost complex structure J and metrics
〈 , 〉 compatible with an almost complex structure J due to
ω(x, y) = 〈x, Jy〉 ∀x, y ∈ g.
Assume J is integrable. Then if ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection associated to 〈 , 〉
then ∇J = 0 is equivalent to dω = 0.
Thus for a complex structure J one gets a one-to-one correspondence between
{
Hermitian structures
such that ∇J = 0
}
←→
{
pseudo-Ka¨hler structures for J
}
{
anti-Hermitian structures
such that ∇J = 0
}
←→ { complex-symplectic structures for J}
So this equivalence and Proposition 4.4 gives the next result.
Corollary 4.7. Let (g, J) be a Lie algebra equipped with an almost complex structure J
and assume g splits into a direct sum of vector spaces g = k ⊕ h such that Jk = h. Then
g always admits a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear map which is compatible or
anti-compatible with J .
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Example 4.8. Let k be a Lie algebra endowed with an (almost) Hermitian structure (B, J1)
and let h denote a Lie algebra endowed with an almost Hermitian structure J2. Let g = k⊕h
denote the direct sum of vector spaces with complex structure J := (J1,±J2) as in Remark
3.2. Assume that dim k = dim h and let t : k→ h be an isomorphism. If tJ1 = ±J2t, then
the bilinear map Ω : g× g→ R given by
Ω((x1, ty1), (x2, ty2)) = B(x1, J1y2)−B(x2, J1y1)
is skew-symmetric and compatible with J .
Proposition 4.9. Let J denote a complex structure on a symplectic Lie algebra g. Then
if h is an isotropic ideal, Jh is a Lie subalgebra of g.
Moreover if h is totally real, then g = Jh⋉ h.
Proof. The previous proposition says that h must be abelian. Now the integrability con-
dition for J gives
[Jx, Jy] = J [Jx, y] + J [x, Jy] for all x, y ∈ h
and [Jx, y] = pi(Jx)y ∈ h so as [x, Jy] = −pi(Jy)x ∈ h which says that k = Jh is a Lie
subalgebra of g.
If h is totally real then h ∩ Jh = {0} and g = Jh⋉ h. 
Remark. In the situation of the preceding proposition, if h is Lagrangian and the pair
(ω, j) is either pseudo-Ka¨hler or complex-symplectic, then Jh is a Lagrangian subalgebra.
Let k denote a Lie algebra and let γ : k → End(k) denote a linear map. Then we say
that γ is a connection which is
• torsion-free if γ(x)y − γ(y)x = [x, y]k
• flat if γ([x, y]) = γ(x)γ(y) − γ(y)γ(x) for all x, y ∈ k, that is γ : k → End(k) is a
representation of Lie algebras.
• Given a symplectic structure on k the connection γ on g is said to be symplectic if
ω(γ(x)y, z) + ω(y, γ(x)z) = 0
Lie algebras g endowed with a symplectic structure and a torsion-free flat symplectic
connection give rise to hypersymplectic structures on g ⋉ V where V is the underlying
vector space to g, as proved in [19]. (See proofs and definitions there).
Theorem 4.10. [19] Let (g, ω) be a symplectic Lie algebra with a torsion free, flat symplec-
tic connection γ on the underlying vector space V of the Lie algebra. Then the associated
space g ⋉ V admits an hypersymplectic structure such that the Levi-Civita connection of
the associated neutral metric is flat and symplectic with respect to each of the three given
symplectic structures.
Generalized complex structures Let k be a Lie algebra, and let k∗ denote its dual
space. The cotangent Lie algebra T∗ k is the semidirect product of k and k∗ via the coadjoint
action ad∗ : k→ End(k∗), which is given by
ad∗(x) · ϕ = −ϕ ◦ ad(x) for x ∈ k, ϕ ∈ k∗.
The canonical neutral metric on T∗ k is that one already defined in Example (4.1), also
called hyperbolic metric:
〈(x1, ϕ1), (x2, ϕ2)〉 = ϕ1(x2) + ϕ2(x1).
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According to [4] a generalized complex structure on a Lie algebra k is an Hermitian
structure (J, 〈 , 〉) on its cotangent Lie algebra T∗ k, where 〈 , 〉 is the canonical neutral
metric.
One can see that the dimension of k must be even. Assume the dimension of k is 2n,
dim k = 2n. If we choose on T∗ k a basis adapted to the splitting k ⊕ k∗, the matrix of J
has the following form
J =
(
j1 j2
j3 j4
)
where ji are certain 2n × 2n matrices for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. One says that J is of type k if
rank j2 = 2(n− k). When j2 = j3 = 0 the generalized complex structure J is said to be of
complex type; if j1 = j4 = 0 the generalized complex structure is called of symplectic type.
If the Lie algebra k itself is endowed with a complex structure, then k has a generalized
complex structure. In fact, if J1 : k → k is a complex structure on k, extending it to k
∗
as J2(ϕ) = −ϕ ◦ J1, the almost complex structure on T
∗ k given by J(x, ϕ) = (J1x, J2ϕ)
is integrable and compatible with the canonical neutral metric. Notice that this is a
particular case of (3.2).
Applying results of the previous section we are able to characterize generalized complex
structures of symplectic type. In fact, let J denote an Hermitian structure on T∗ k of
symplectic type, then its restriction to k induces a linear morphism j := J|k : k→ k
∗. The
integrability of J says that j is a 1-cocycle of (k, ad∗).
Corollary 4.11. Any generalized complex structure of symplectic type on a even dimen-
sional Lie algebra k is determined by a 1-cocycle of (k, ad∗).
Conversely (3.6) and (4.4) imply the following result.
Corollary 4.12. Let k be a even dimensional Lie algebra and let j : k → End(k∗) denote
a 1-cocycle of (k, ad∗). Then j induces a generalized complex structure of symplectic type
on T∗ k.
Proof. The almost complex structure on T∗ k given by J(x, y) := (−j−1y, jx) for x ∈ k
y ∈ k∗ is integrable (see 3.6). Since Proposition 4.4 applies for almost complex structures,
the result follows at once. 
5. Examples of complex structures on six dimensional Lie algebras
Our goal in this section is to apply Proposition 3.6 to construct complex structures on
six dimensional Lie algebras g = k⊕ h where h and k have the same dimension and h is a
totally real ideal of g.
Recall first the classification of real three dimensional Lie algebra k = span{e1, e2, e3},
which are listed below (see [27] for instance):
R
3 : with trivial Lie bracket
h1 : [e1, e2] = e3.
r3 [e1, e2] = e2, [e1, e3] = e2 + e3.
r3,λ : [e1, e2] = e2, [e1, e3] = λe3.
r3,δ : [e1, e2] = e2 + δe3 [e1, e3] = −δe2 + e3.
so(3) : [e1, e2] = e3, [e1, e3] = −e2, [e2, e3] = e1.
sl(2) : [e1, e2] = 2, e2 [e1, e3] = 2e3, [e2, e3] = e1.
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The construction. Let k be a three dimensional Lie algebra and let h = R3 Let pi
denote a representation from k into h by derivations. We search for j ∈ Z1(k, pi) of maximal
rank, that is j : k→ R3 is an invertible linear operator satisfying the linear equation
(16) 0 = pi(x)j(y) − pi(y)j(x) − j([x, y]k) for all x, y ∈ k.
This gives an integrable almost complex structure J on g = k ⋉ R3, such thar both k
and h as subspaces of (g, J) are totally real. The complex structure J on g is defined by
J|k = j, J|h = j
−1. So if B is a basis of k and B′ is a basis of h, then B ∪B′ is a basis of g
with respect to which the complex structure J has the form(
0 −j−1
j 0
)
,
where j is a 3× 3 invertible real matrix. We shall write it with coefficients juv as follows:
j =

j41 j42 j43j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 det j 6= 0.
Next we evaluate the equation (16). If {e1, e2, e3} denotes a basis of k and {e4, e5, e6}
denotes a basis of h, Equation (16) becomes
0 = pi(ei)j(ek)− pi(ek)j(ei)− j[ei, ek]k
=
∑6
s=4 jskpi(ei)es −
∑6
s=4 jsipi(ek)es − j(
∑3
l=1C
l
ik)el
which is a linear system on the coefficients juv, for a fixed representation by derivations
pi of k into R3 and for {C lik} being the structure coefficients for k. We shall choose a
representation pi such that Impi = 1 to do explicit computations.
For h = R3, any representation pi : k → End(R3) such that dim Impi = 1 is determined
by a linear map t. Thus there is a basis of R3 in which the matrix of t is of one and only
one of the following types
(17) i)

η 0 00 ν 0
0 0 µ

 ii)

η 0 00 ν −µ
0 µ ν

 iii)

η 0 00 ν 1
0 0 ν

 iv)

η 1 00 η 1
0 0 η

 .
For h = h1, any representation pi : k → Der(h1) such that dim Impi = 1 is determined
by a derivation t of h1 . Thus there is a basis of h1 in which the matrix of t is of one and
only one of the following types (see for instance [5]):
(18) i)

η ν 0µ −η 0
0 0 0

 ii)

η ν 0µ 1− η 0
0 0 1

 .
In any case if we assume that pi(e1) = ε1t, pi(e2) = ε2t, pi(e3) = ε3t, the condition of pi
being a representation says
φ([x, y]) = [pi(x), pi(y)] = 0
where the last equality holds due to Impi = span{t}. Hence pi(x) = 0 for every x ∈ C1(k).
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This explanation gives the proof of the following Lemma. See for instance [33] for
representations of sl(2).
Lemma 5.1. The simple Lie algebras sl(2) and so(3) do not admit any representation
pi : k→ End(V ) such that dim Impi = 1.
For the solvable Lie algebras h1, r3, r3,λ, r3,δ one has pi(ej) = 0 for ej ∈ C
1(k). Since in all
these cases e1 ∈ k−C
1(k) we shall assume pi(e1) = t and we take pi(e2) = ε1t, pi(e3) = ε2t,
where εi could be zero as explained above.
The computations for the proof of the next theorems can be done with help of a software.
Theorem 5.2. Let k be a three dimensional solvable Lie algebra. Let pi : k → End(R3)
be a representation such that Impi = span{t} where t is as in (17). Then the semidirect
product Lie algebra g = k ⊕pi R
3 admits a complex structure J such that Jk = R3 in the
cases exposed in Table 1.
Theorem 5.3. Let k be a three dimensional solvable Lie algebra. Let pi : k → End(h1) be
a representation acting by derivations on the Heisenberg Lie algebra h1 with dim Impi = 1
as in (18).
Then there exists a Lie algebra with a complex structure (g, J) such that h1 is a totally
real ideal of the extended semidirect product Lie algebra g = k⊕pi h1 as in Proposition 3.6
in the cases exposed in Table 2.
Table 1
k Type t Existence results Parameters of t for the existence
h1 (i) no
(ii) no
(iii) yes ν = 0
(iv) yes η = 0
r3 (i) no
(ii) no
(iii) yes ν = 1
(iv) yes η = 1
r3,λ (i) yes η = ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
λ = 0 η = µ, ν = 1, ε = 0
η = 1, ν = µ = 0, ε = 0
ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0
ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0
η = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0
η = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
η = 0, ν = 1, ε = 0
η =, µ = ν = 1ε = 0
η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
η = 1, ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0
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k Type t Existence results Parameters of t for the existence
(ii) yes η = 1, ν = µ = ε = 0
ν = 1, η = µ = ε = 0
(iii) yes η = 1, ν = ε = 0
ν = 1, η = ε = 0
(iv) no
r3,λ (i) yes η = 1, µ = λ
λ 6= 0 η = 1, ν = λ
η = λ, ν = 1
η = λ, µ = 1
ν = 1, µ = λ
ν = λ, µ = 1
η = 1, ν = µ = λ
η = ν = 1, µ = λ
η = µ = 1, ν = λ
η = ν = λ, µ = 1
η = µ = λ, ν = 1
η = λ, ν = µ = 1
λ = η = ν = 1
λ = η = µ = 1
λ = ν = µ = 1
λ = η = ν = µ = 1
(ii) yes λ = ν = 1, µ = 0
η = 1, ν = λ, µ = 0
η = λ, ν = 1, µ = 0
(iii) yes η = 1, ν = λ
η = λ, ν = 1
λ = η = ν = 1
(iv) no
r3,δ (i) yes δ = 0, ν = 0, µ = 1
δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0
(ii) yes ν = 1, µ = δ
ν = 1, µ = −δ
(iii) yes δ = 0, η = ν = 1
(iv) no
Table 2
k Type t Existence results Parameters of t for the existence
h1 (i) yes ν 6= 0, µ = −
η2
ν
η = ν = 0
(ii) no
r3 (i) no
r3 (ii) no
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k Type t Existence results Parameters of t for the existence
r3,λ (i) yes λ = 0, ν 6= 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = −1, ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = −1, η = 1, µ = 0
λ = −1, η = j43µ+j53
j2
53
, ν = − (j43µ+2j53)j43
j2
53
λ = −1, η = −1, ν = 2 j42
j52
, µ = 0
(ii) yes λ = 0, ν 6= 0, µ = − η(η−1)
ν
, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = µ = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = ν = 0, µ = − j53
j43
, ε = 0
λ = 1, ν 6= 0, µ = − η(η−1)
ν
λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 0
λ = 1, η = µ = 0
λ = 1, η = ν = 0
λ 6= 0, η = µj43−λj53+j53
j53
, ν = − j43(µj43−2λj53+j53)
j2
53
λ 6= 0, η = λ, µ = 0
r3,δ (i) no
(ii) yes δ = 0, ν 6= 0, µ = − η(η−1)
ν
δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0
δ = 0, η = µ = 0
δ = 0, η = ν = 0
The explicit matrix realizations of j : k→ R3 and j : k→ h1 can be seen in [17].
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ADDENDUM TO: “EXTENDING INVARIANT COMPLEX STRUCTURES”
RUTWIG CAMPOAMOR STURSBERG, ISOLDA E. CARDOSO, AND GABRIELA P. OVANDO
In this note we write the explicit computations given in the work “Extending complex structures”
(by R. Campoamor Stursberg, I. E. Cardoso and G. P. Ovando) in the Section Examples of totally
real complex structures on six dimensional Lie algebras.
The goal is to construct complex structures on six dimensional Lie algebras g = k ⊕ h where h
is an ideal of g isomorphic to R3 and k is a subalgebra of dimension three.
Recall first the classification of real three dimensional Lie algebra k = span{e1, e2, e3}, which
are listed below (see [2] for instance):
R
3 : with trivial Lie bracket
h1 : [e1, e2] = e3.
r3 [e1, e2] = e2, [e1, e3] = e2 + e3.
r3,λ : [e1, e2] = e2, [e1, e3] = λe3.
r3,δ : [e1, e2] = e2 + δe3 [e1, e3] = −δe2 + e3.
so(3) : [e1, e2] = e3, [e1, e3] = −e2, [e2, e3] = e1.
sl(2) : [e1, e2] = 2, e2 [e1, e3] = 2e3, [e2, e3] = e1.
The construction. Let k be a three dimensional Lie algebra and let h = R3 Let pi denote a
representation from k into h by derivations. We search for j ∈ Z1(k, pi) of maximal rank, that is
j : k→ R3 is an invertible linear operator satisfying the linear equation
(1) 0 = pi(x)j(y) − pi(y)j(x) − j([x, y]k) for all x, y ∈ k.
This gives an integrable almost complex structure J on g = k ⋉ R3, such thar both k and h as
subspaces of (g, J) are totally real. The complex structure J on g is defined by J|k = j, J|h = j
−1.
So if B is a basis of k and B′ is a basis of h, then B ∪ B′ is a basis of g with respect to which the
complex structure J has the form (
0 −j−1
j 0
)
,
where j is a 3× 3 invertible real matrix. We shall write it with coefficients juv as follows:
j =

j41 j42 j43j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 det j 6= 0.
Next we evaluate the equation (1). If {e1, e2, e3} denotes a basis of k and {e4, e5, e6} denotes a
basis of h, Equation (1) becomes
0 = pi(ei)j(ek)− pi(ek)j(ei)− j[ei, ek]k
=
∑6
s=4 jskpi(ei)es −
∑6
s=4 jsipi(ek)es − j(
∑3
l=1 C
l
ik)el
which is a linear system on the coefficients juv, for a fixed representation by derivations pi of k into
R
3 and for {Clik} being the structure coefficients for k. We shall choose a representation pi such
that Impi = 1 to do explicit computations.
For h = R3, any representation pi : k → End(R3) such that dim Impi = 1 is determined by a
linear map t. Thus there is a basis of R3 in which the matrix of t is of one and only one of the
following types
1
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(2) i)

η 0 00 ν 0
0 0 µ

 ii)

η 0 00 ν −µ
0 µ ν

 iii)

η 0 00 ν 1
0 0 ν

 iv)

η 1 00 η 1
0 0 η

 .
For h = h1, any representation pi : k → Der(h1) such that dim Impi = 1 is determined by a
derivation t of h1 . Thus there is a basis of h1 in which the matrix of t is of one and only one of
the following types (see for instance [1]):
(3) i)

η ν 0µ −η 0
0 0 0

 ii)

η ν 0µ 1− η 0
0 0 1

 .
In any case if we assume that pi(e1) = ε1t, pi(e2) = ε2t, pi(e3) = ε3t, the condition of pi being a
representation says
φ([x, y]) = [pi(x), pi(y)] = 0
where the last equality holds due to Impi = span{t}. Hence pi(x) = 0 for every x ∈ C1(k).
This explanation gives the proof of the following Lemma. See for instance [3] for representations
of sl(2).
Lemma 0.1. The simple Lie algebras sl(2) and so(3) do not admit any representation pi : k →
End(V ) such that dim Impi = 1.
For the solvable Lie algebras h1, r3, r3,λ, r3,δ one has pi(ej) = 0 for ej ∈ C
1(k). Since in all these
cases e1 ∈ k−C
1(k) we shall assume pi(e1) = t and we take pi(e2) = ε1t, pi(e3) = ε2t, where εi could
be zero as explained above.
The computations for the proof of the next theorems can be done with help of a software.
Theorem 0.2. Let k be a three dimensional solvable Lie algebra. Let pi : k → End(R3) be a
representation such that Impi = span{t} where t is as in (2). Then the semidirect product Lie
algebra g = k⊕pi R
3 admits a complex structure J such that Jk = R3 in the cases exposed in Table
1.
Theorem 0.3. Let k be a three dimensional solvable Lie algebra. Let pi : k → End(h1) be a
representation acting by derivations on the Heisenberg Lie algebra h1 with dim Impi = 1 as in (3).
Then there exists a Lie algebra with a complex structure (g, J) such that h1 is a totally real ideal
of the extended semidirect product Lie algebra g = k ⊕pi h1 (as in Proposition 3.6 of “Extending
complex structures”) in the cases exposed in Table 2.
The results. Next we present the results of these computations done as follows: for each Lie
algebra h = R3 and h = h1, and for each Lie algebra k (cases I to IV) we show the solutions,
if there are solutions, for each type of representation (types i to iv). Each solution consists of
a matrix with two horizontal entries: the above entry shows the form of the matrix j and its
determinant, which we consider nonzero, and the below entry shows the parameters η, ν, µ, ε1, ε2, λ
and δ, wherever they correspond. Also, we remark that some of the solutions are complex, which
we do not consider as a valid solution for our problem but we present them anyway for the sake
of completeness. Finally, below the explicit solutions we present the table, depicted in the article,
where we summarize this computations.
0.1. Computations for h = R3.
(1) CASE I: k = h1.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are no solutions.
(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are no solutions.
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(c) For a type (iii) there are 2 solutions.


[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j53 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 2 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[η = 0, ν = 0, ε = ε]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j53 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 2]
[η = η, ν = 0, ε = ε]


(d) For a type (iv) representation: there is 1 solution.


[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 ε j51 + j43 0
j61 ε j61 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 2j61 ]
[η = 0, ε = ε]


(2) CASE II: k = r3.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are no solutions.
(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are no solutions.
(c) For a type (iii) there are 2 solutions.


[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 j52

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 2 − j61 j43 j52 ]
[η = 1, ν = 1]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 j52

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 2]
[η = η, ν = 1]


(d) For a type (iv) there is 1 solution.


[j =


j41 j53 j43
j51 0 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j53 2j61 ]
[η = 1]


(3) CASE III: k = r3,λ.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are 28 solutions.


[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0]


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

[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = η, ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 ]
[λ = 0, η = η, ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0]




[


j41 j42 0
j51 0 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = µ, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 0 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = ν, µ = 1, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1, µ = µ, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0]


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

[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j42 j51 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1, µ = 1, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = µ, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 0 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = ν, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = µ, η = η, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = η, ν = ν, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = ν]


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

[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j42 j51 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = µ, η = 1, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = µ, η = µ, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = ν, ν = ν, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = 1, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 0 0
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −j51 (j42 j63 − j43 j62 )]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j61 (j42 j53 − j43 j52 )]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j52 j63 − j53 j62 )]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = η, ν = 1, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j41 j53 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 + j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 1, µ = 1]


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(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are 26 solutions.

[j =


j41 0 0
j51 −ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j62 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = η, ν = 1/2, µ = 1/2 i, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j63 j62 ]
[λ = 0, η = η, ν = 1/2, µ = −1/2 i, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 −ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j62 j63 − j51 j42 j63 + ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 1/2, µ = 1/2 i, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j63 j62 − j51 j42 j63 − ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 1/2, µ = −1/2 i, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j51 j42 j63 + j61 j42 j53 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 −ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j62 j63 + j43 j51 j62 + ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1/2, µ = 1/2 i, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j63 j62 + j43 j51 j62 − ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1/2, µ = −1/2 i, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j41 j53 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 + j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 1, µ = 0]


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

[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j52 j63 − j53 j62 )]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = η, ν = 1, µ = 0]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j62 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 2 ν − 1, η = η, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 −ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j63 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 2 ν − 1, η = η, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 −ij63
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 − ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = i (λ− ν)]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 ij63
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 + ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = −i (λ− ν)]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 + ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 −ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −j42 j51 j63 − ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j62 j63 − j42 j51 j63 − ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 2 ν − 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]


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

[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 −ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j63 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + ij61 j42 j63 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 2 ν − 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 ij62 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 −ij62 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 + ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = 1, µ = 0]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 −ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 + ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j62 j63 + j43 j51 j62 − ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 2 ν − 1, η = 2 ν − 1, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 −ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j63 j62 + j43 j51 j62 + ij61 j43 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 2 ν − 1, η = 2 ν − 1, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]


(c) For a type (iii) there are 5 solutions.

[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0]


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

[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 1, ε = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 0 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = ν, η = 1, ν = ν]




[j =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j61 (j42 j53 − j43 j52 )]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 1]


(d) For a type (iii) there are no solutions.
(4) CASE IV: k = r3,δ.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are 16 solutions.


[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j52 j63 − j53 j62 )]
[δ = 0, η = η, ν = 0, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j41 j53 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 + j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 0 0
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −j51 (j42 j63 − j43 j62 )]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 1]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j61 (j42 j53 − j43 j52 )]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = −i (η − 1) , η = η, ν = −i (η − 1) , µ = µ]


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

[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = i (η − 1) , η = η, ν = i (η − 1) , µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j53 j63 ]
[δ = −i (ν − 1) , η = η, ν = −i (ν − 1) , µ = 2− ν]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j53 j63 ]
[δ = i (ν − 1) , η = η, ν = i (ν − 1) , µ = 2− ν]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 0 0
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = −i (η − 1) , η = η, ν = −i (η − 1) , µ = −η + 2]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 0 0
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = i (η − 1) , η = η, ν = i (η − 1) , µ = −η + 2]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j53 j63 + 2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = −i (ν − 1) , η = ν, ν = −i (ν − 1) , µ = 2− ν]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j53 j63 − 2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = i (ν − 1) , η = ν, ν = i (ν − 1) , µ = 2− ν]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij51 j43 j63 − 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = i (ν − 1) , η = 2− ν, ν = i (ν − 1) , µ = ν]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j53 j63 + 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = −i (ν − 1) , η = 2− ν, ν = −i (ν − 1) , µ = 2− ν]


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

[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j53 j63 − 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = i (ν − 1) , η = 2− ν, ν = i (ν − 1) , µ = 2− ν]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij51 j43 j63 + 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = −i (ν − 1) , η = 2− ν, ν = −i (ν − 1) , µ = ν]


(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are 16 solutions.


[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 j63 j53
j61 −j53 j63

 , det(j ) = −ij43 j51 j63 + ij43 j53 j61 + j41 j53 2 + j41 j63 2 − j43 j51 j53 − j43 j61 j63 ]
[δ = µ, η = −iµ+ 1, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 j63 j53
j61 −j53 j63

 , det(j ) = ij43 j51 j63 − ij43 j53 j61 + j41 j53 2 + j41 j63 2 − j43 j51 j53 − j43 j61 j63 ]
[δ = µ, η = iµ+ 1, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −j63 j53
j61 j53 j63

 , det(j ) = −ij43 j51 j63 + ij43 j53 j61 − j41 j53 2 − j41 j63 2 + j43 j51 j53 + j43 j61 j63 ]
[δ = −µ, η = iµ+ 1, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 −j63 j53
j61 j53 j63

 , det(j ) = ij43 j51 j63 − ij43 j53 j61 − j41 j53 2 − j41 j63 2 + j43 j51 j53 + j43 j61 j63 ]
[δ = −µ, η = −iµ+ 1, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 ij62 ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = ij42 j61 j63 − ij43 j61 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 −ij62 −ij63
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −ij42 j61 j63 + ij43 j61 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = −i (ν − 1)]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 j63 −
j63 (−iν+i)
ν−1
j61
j63 (µ (−iν+i+µ)−µ2−ν2+2 ν−1)
(ν−1)(−iν+i+µ) j63

 , det(j ) = 2 j43 j63 (ij51 µ−ij61 ν+ij61+j51 ν+j61 µ−j51 )iν−i−µ ]
[δ = −iν + i+ µ, η = −i (−iν + i+ µ) + 1, ν = ν, µ = µ]


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

[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 j63 −
j63 (iν−i)
ν−1
j61
j63 (µ (iν−i+µ)−µ2−ν2+2 ν−1)
(ν−1)(iν−i+µ) j63

 , det(j ) = 2 j43 j63 (ij51 µ−ij61 ν+ij61−j51 ν−j61 µ+j51 )iν−i+µ ]
[δ = iν − i+ µ, η = i (iν − i+ µ) + 1, ν = ν, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −j63
j63 (−iν+i)
ν−1
j61 −
j63 ((−iν+i−µ)µ+µ2+ν2−2 ν+1)
(ν−1)(−iν+i−µ) j63

 , det(j ) = −2 j43 j63 (ij51 µ−ij61 ν+ij61−j51 ν−j61 µ+j51 )iν−i+µ ]
[δ = −iν + i− µ, η = −i (−iν + i− µ) + 1, ν = ν, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 −j63
j63 (iν−i)
ν−1
j61 −
j63 ((iν−i−µ)µ+µ2+ν2−2 ν+1)
(ν−1)(iν−i−µ) j63

 , det(j ) = −2 j43 j63 (ij51 µ−ij61 ν+ij61+j51 ν+j61 µ−j51 )iν−i−µ ]
[δ = iν − i− µ, η = i (iν − i− µ) + 1, ν = ν, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j63 −j62
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j62 2 + j63 2)]
[δ = µ, η = η, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 −j63 j62
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (−j62 2 − j63 2)]
[δ = −µ, η = η, ν = 1, µ = µ]




[j =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j52 j63 − j53 j62 )]
[δ = 0, η = η, ν = 1, µ = 0]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij51 j43 j63 + 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = −i (ν − 1) , η = −ν + 2, ν = ν, µ = 0]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij51 j43 j63 − 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = i (ν − 1) , η = −ν + 2, ν = ν, µ = 0]




[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 − j41 j53 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j42 j53 j61 + j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 1, µ = 0]


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(c) For a type (iii) representation: there are 3 solutions.


[j =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j61 (j42 j53 − j43 j52 )]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 1]




[j =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = 2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = −i (ν − 1) , η = −ν + 2, ν = ν]




[j =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −2 ij61 j43 j53 ]
[δ = i (ν − 1) , η = −ν + 2, ν = ν]


(d) For a type (iv) representation: there are no solutions.
This gives the results in Table 1.
0.2. Computations for h = h1.
(1) CASE I: k = h1.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are 2 solutions.


[j =


j41 j42 −ε η j41 − ε j51 ν + η j42 + ν j52
j51 j52
η (ε η j41+ε j51 ν−η j42−ν j52 )
ν
j61 j62 0

 ,
det(j ) = −
(η j41 j62−j42 j61 η+j51 j62 ν−j52 j61 ν)(ε η j41+ε j51 ν−η j42−ν j52 )
ν
]
[η = η, ν = ν, µ = − η
2
ν
, ε = ε]




[j =


j41 j42 0
j51 j52 −ε j41 µ+ µ j42
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = ε j41 2j62 µ− ε j41 j42 j61 µ− j41 j42 j62 µ+ j42 2j61 µ]
[η = 0, ν = 0, µ = µ, ε = ε]


(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are no solutions.
(2) CASE II: k = r3.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are no solutions.
(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are no solutions.
(3) CASE III: k = r3,λ.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are 6 solutions.


[


j41 j42 0
j51 −
j42 (η−1)
ν
0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = − j42 j63 (η j41+j51 ν−j41 )ν ]
[λ = 0, η = η, ν = ν, µ = − η
2−1
ν
, ε = 0]


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

[


j41 j42 0
j51 1/2 j42 µ 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = 1/2 j41 j42 µ j63 − j42 j51 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = µ, ε = 0]




[


j41 0 0
j51 j52 0
j61 0 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 j52 j63 ]
[λ = 0, η = −1, ν = 0, µ = µ, ε = 0]




[j = =


j41 j42 −1/2 j53 ν
j51 0 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = −1, η = 1, ν = ν, µ = 0]




[j = =


j41
j52 (j43 µ+2 j53 )
j53 µ
j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = 2 j61 j52 j53µ ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = −1, η =
j43 µ+j53
j53
, ν = −
(j43 µ+2 j53 )j43
j53
2 , µ = µ]




[j = =


j41 j42 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = −1, η = −1, ν = 2
j42
j52
, µ = 0]


(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are 11 solutions.

[j = =


j41 j42 −
j53 ν
η
j51 −
j42 (η−1)
ν
j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = − j53 (η j41 j62+j51 j62 ν−j42 j61 )η ]
[λ = 0, η = η, ν = ν, µ = − η (η−1)
ν
, ε = 0]




[j = =


j41 j42 0
j51 µ j42 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 + j42 j53 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = µ, ε = 0]




[j = =


j41 ν j52 j43
j51 j52 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = ν, µ = 0, ε = 0]




[j = =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 −µ j43
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j41 µ j43 j62 + j43 j51 j62 − j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 0, µ = µ, ε = 0]


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

[j = =


j41 0 j43
j51 j52 j53
j61 0 0

 , det(j ) = −j43 j52 j61 ]
[λ = 0, η = 0, ν = 0, µ = − j53
j43
, ε = 0]




[j = =


j41 j42 j43
j51 −
(η−1)j42
ν
−
j43 (η−1)
ν
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = − (j42 j63−j43 j62 )(η j41+j51 ν−j41 )ν ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = η, ν = ν, µ = − η (η−1)
ν
]




[j = =


j41 j42 j43
j51 µ j42 µ j43
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 µ j42 j63 − j41 µ j43 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = µ]




[j = =


j41 j52 ν j53 ν
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −j52 ν j51 j63 + j53 ν j51 j62 + j41 j52 j63 − j41 j53 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 0, ν = ν, µ = 0]




[j = =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j52 j63 − j53 j62 )]
[λ 6= 0, λ = 1, η = 0, ν = 0, µ = µ]




[j = =


j41 0 j43
j51 0 j53
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = −j41 j53 j62 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η =
µ j43−j53 λ+j53
j53
, ν = −
j43 (µ j43−2 j53 λ+j53 )
j53
2 , µ = µ]




[j = =


j41 0 j43
j51 0 0
j61 j62 0

 , det(j ) = j43 j51 j62 ]
[λ 6= 0, λ = λ, η = λ, ν = ν, µ = 0]


(4) CASE IV: k = r3,δ.
(a) For a type (i) representation: there are 6 solutions.

[j = =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 0 0
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = i, η = 2, ν = i, µ = 0]




[j = =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 0 0
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = −i, η = 2, ν = −i, µ = 0]


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

[j = =


j41 ij43 j43
j51 ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij41 j53 j63 − 2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = i, η = −2, ν = i, µ = 0]




[j = =


j41 −ij43 j43
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij41 j53 j63 + 2 ij51 j43 j63 ]
[δ = −i, η = −2, ν = −i, µ = 0]




[j = =


j41
ij53 (η+2)
µ
j53 (η+2)
µ
j51 ij53 j53
j61 −ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = −2 ij53 j63 (η j51−µ j41+2 j51 )µ ]
[δ = i, η = η, ν = i, µ = µ]




[j = =


j41
−ij53 (η+2)
µ
j53 (η+2)
µ
j51 −ij53 j53
j61 ij63 j63

 , det(j ) = 2 ij53 j63 (η j51−µ j41+2 j51 )µ ]
[δ = −i, η = η, ν = −i, µ = µ]


(b) For a type (ii) representation: there are 4 solutions.


[j = =


j41 j42 j43
j51 −
(η−1)j42
ν
−
(η−1)j43
ν
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = − (j42 j63−j43 j62 )(η j41+ν j51−j41 )ν ]
[δ = 0, η = η, ν = ν, µ = − η (η−1)
ν
]




[j = =


j41 j42 j43
j51 µ j42 µ j43
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 µ j42 j63 − j41 µ j43 j62 − j42 j51 j63 + j43 j51 j62 ]
[δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, µ = µ]




[j = =


j41 ν j52 ν j53
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = −ν j52 j51 j63 + ν j53 j51 j62 + j41 j52 j63 − j41 j53 j62 ]
[δ = 0, η = 0, ν = ν, µ = 0]




[j = =


j41 0 0
j51 j52 j53
j61 j62 j63

 , det(j ) = j41 (j52 j63 − j53 j62 )]
[δ = 0, η = 0, ν = 0, µ = µ]


This gives the results in Table 2.
0.3. Tables.
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Table 1
k Type t Existence results Parameters of t for the existence
h1 (i) no
(ii) no
(iii) yes ν = 0
(iv) yes η = 0
r3 (i) no
(ii) no
(iii) yes ν = 1
(iv) yes η = 1
r3,λ (i) yes η = ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
λ = 0 η = µ, ν = 1, ε = 0
η = 1, ν = µ = 0, ε = 0
ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0
ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0
η = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0
η = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
η = 0, ν = 1, ε = 0
η =, µ = ν = 1ε = 0
η = 1, ν = 0, µ = 1, ε = 0
η = 1, ν = 1, µ = 0, ε = 0
(ii) yes η = 1, ν = µ = ε = 0
ν = 1, η = µ = ε = 0
(iii) yes η = 1, ν = ε = 0
ν = 1, η = ε = 0
(iv) no
r3,λ, (i) yes η = 1, µ = λ
λ 6= 0 η = 1, ν = λ
η = λ, ν = 1
η = λ, µ = 1
ν = 1, µ = λ
ν = λ, µ = 1
η = 1, ν = µ = λ
η = ν = 1, µ = λ
η = µ = 1, ν = λ
η = ν = λ, µ = 1
η = µ = λ, ν = 1
η = λ, ν = µ = 1
λ = η = ν = 1
λ = η = µ = 1
λ = ν = µ = 1
λ = η = ν = µ = 1
(ii) yes λ = ν = 1, µ = 0
η = 1, ν = λ, µ = 0
η = λ, ν = 1, µ = 0
(iii) yes η = 1, ν = λ
η = λ, ν = 1
λ = η = ν = 1
(iv) no
r3,δ (i) yes δ = 0, ν = 0, µ = 1
δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0
(ii) yes ν = 1, µ = δ
ν = 1, µ = −δ
(iii) yes δ = 0, η = ν = 1
(iv) no
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Table 2
k Type t Existence results Parameters of t for the existence
h1 (i) yes ν 6= 0, µ = −
η2
ν
η = ν = 0
(ii) no
r3 (i) no
r3 (ii) no
r3,λ (i) yes λ = 0, ν 6= 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = −1, ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = −1, η = 1, µ = 0
λ = −1, η = j43µ+j53
j2
53
, ν = − (j43µ+2j53)j43
j2
53
λ = −1, η = −1, ν = 2 j42
j52
, µ = 0
(ii) yes λ = 0, ν 6= 0, µ = − η(η−1)
ν
, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = ν = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = µ = 0, ε = 0
λ = 0, η = ν = 0, µ = − j53
j43
, ε = 0
λ = 1, ν 6= 0, µ = − η(η−1)
ν
λ = 1, η = 1, ν = 0
λ = 1, η = µ = 0
λ = 1, η = ν = 0
λ 6= 0, η = µj43−λj53+j53
j53
, ν = − j43(µj43−2λj53+j53)
j2
53
λ 6= 0, η = λ, µ = 0
r3,δ (i) no
(ii) yes δ = 0, ν 6= 0, µ = − η(η−1)
ν
δ = 0, η = 1, ν = 0
δ = 0, η = µ = 0
δ = 0, η = ν = 0
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